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We have already seen that liveness is an important issue for livecasts' audiences, not least from NESTA's evidence that those attending the cinema presentations valued this as much as theatregoers. But that just re-emphasises how complex this concept must be. And, as anyone who has ever conducted audience research will attest, the moment you ask people directly, things get complicated. In this chapter I try to go beyond simply showing that people differ in their responses, to revealing a pattern to those responses. But first, it does need to be noted that people were very alive to this as an issue. This is shown by a simple measure of the length of answers to my questions. For a random sample of forty respondents across my four main open-text questions, Table 5 .1 shows how the average length of answers varies. These longer answers to the question concerning 'liveness' come even though this was the last question in my questionnaire.
Liveness also matters in a strictly temporal sense. Recall how, in Picturehouse's research, respondents' interest in seeing a livecast fell by 50 per cent if it would be delayed by 24 hours. Some sense that it is going on now matters greatly to many people. Thinking and caring about 'liveness' is not something special to academics; it feeds into the thoughts and expectations of many attenders. One way in which this makes itself visible is in people's use of certain discursive markers. People responding to my question about 'liveness' repeatedly used a series of expressions which hint at their expectations, and their fulfilment or breach: expressions such as 'obviously' , 'of course' and 'naturally' (which point towards expectations), and 'strangely' , 'surprisingly' and 'weirdly' (which suggest challenges to those expectations). These expressions occurred quite often. Here are some illustrative examples (drawn from across the entire set):
